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NEW QUESTION: 1
A service manager has just configured chat at a company site.
Now, the agents cannot see the chat footer components in the
console.
Which configuration option should be verified?
A. Verify that users have access to the chat public group.
B. Verify that users have access to the chat buttons.
C. Verify that users are assigned the chat feature license.
D. Verify that users are assigned the chat user profile.
Answer: C

NEW QUESTION: 2
Your application front end consists of several Oracle Cloud
Infrastructure compute instances behind a load balancer. You

have configured the load balancer to perform health checks on
these instances.
If an instance fails to pass the configured health checks, what
will happen?
A. The instance is taken out of the back end set by the load
balancer.
B. The instance is replaced automatically by the load balancer.
C. The instance is terminated automatically by the load
balancer.
D. The load balancer stops sending traffic to that instance.
Answer: D

NEW QUESTION: 3
A developer wants to literate through an array of objects and
count the objects whose property value, name, start with the
letter N. const arrobj - [{''name ''t ''Zach''}, { ''name t
Kate'') , ( ''name Alice'') &lt; ( ''name'' t ''Bob'') ,
(''name'' t ''Nathan) , (''name'' t ''Nathandle1'')] Refer to
the code snippet below:
Which missing lines 02 and 03 return the correct
A. Conset sun + curr. StartsWith ('N') 7 1 : 1;
Return acc + sum ;
B. Comst sum = curr. Name startsWith ('N') 7 1 :
Return acc + sum;
C. Const sum = curr. name startsWith ('N') 7 1 :
Return curr + sum;
D. Comst sum = curr. name startsWith ('N') 7 1 :
Return curr + sum;
Answer: B
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